
Analysis of the combined matrix revealed a number of statistically significant associations between preclinical in-life observations and 
human side effects (see Table 1). However caution needs to be exercised in interpreting this data owing to the small size of the 
combined dataset (49 substances). Although statistically significant some  of these correlations could still be coincidental. We can 
also expect  the side effect data to contain high levels of false negatives  due to over reporting and potential confounding factors –
co-morbidities, drug-drug interactions, diet, age, etc

Where we can feel confident in translating preclinical events to the clinical domain is if there is some  commonality in the underlying 
adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) either via a shared molecular initiating event (MIE) or key event (KE). However  the dose  will also 
impact on whether the corresponding adverse outcome (AO) is observed and the eTOX database includes data from all dose groups 
including doses at several orders of magnitude above therapeutic doses.

The most significant association is that of ulceration in animals and haemorrhage in humans  which co-occurs in the case of 2 
substances. A possible common mechanism can be envisaged in this instance since both vasculitis and administration of certain anti-
coagulants can lead to skin ulceration and hemorrhage5. 

Other associations, e.g. ‘head shaking’ in animals and diabetic nephropathy in humans  are more likely to be artefacts due to the 
small size of the dataset. Indeed ‘head shaking’ is  also associated with hyperlipidemia and hypotension and at a higher p-value. On 
further investigation we find that ‘head shaking’ is flagged as a treatment related observation for 3 of the 49 substances and that 2 of 
these 3 substances are reported to also cause hyperlipidemia and hypotension. Haemorrhage is also associated with abnormal 
breathing and lacrimation but at a lower p-value and on investigation these in-life observations are treatment related in 5 substances 
with only 2 of these also reported to cause haemorrhage.
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Preclinical studies performed during drug development are used to identify the 
potential toxicity of drug candidates. A number of different finding types are 
collected some of which are more easily translated to effects observed in 
humans e.g. increased bilirubin. Other findings, including many in-life 
observations, are not directly translatable e.g. ‘kinked tail’ but may still prove 
to be predictive for human side effects.

We extracted preclinical in-life observations from the eTOX 2015.2.0 database. 
This database consists of 1,754 substances and 6,309 studies donated by 13 
pharmaceutical companies in the framework of the European Innovative 
Medicines Initiative eTOX project. We then used chemical identifiers available 
in DrugBank to link this dataset to human side effects reported in the SIDER 
database. Analysis of this combined dataset revealed a number of statistically 
significant associations between preclinical in-life observations and human side 
effects. Some of these associations have a possible mechanistic rationale 
whereas others are considered to be artefacts due to the small size of the 
dataset.

We report on a workflow used to identify potential associations between 
preclinical in-life observations and human side effects.

• KNIME workflow used to identify associations between preclinical and clinical events

• Use of different chemical identifiers  in the two domains  a key challenge 

• Preclinical  dataset includes  observations for doses above therapeutic dose

• Side effects data potential over reporting and confounding factors

• Several statistically significant associations

e.g. ulceration in animals and haemorrhage in humans

• Potential artefacts due to small dataset

e.g. ‘head shaking’ in animals and diabetic nephropathy in humans 

• Mechanistic rationale needed to validate  associations

For any inquiry regarding eTOX project please contact us at:
info@e-tox.net

One of the key challenges faced with this task was that different chemical identifiers tend to 
be used within the two domains. Preclinical data is generated at the drug candidate stage and 
substances are therefore normally identified via structure or internal company code. Clinical 
data on the other hand tends to use drug names, CAS numbers or other externally recognised 
coding systems. An additional dataset  was therefore needed  to link these two domains.

eTOX 1 The preclinical dataset we elected to use was the eTOX 2015.2.0 database. The data 
collected in the database includes all measurements and observations taken during the 
preclinical study whether treatment related or not. We extracted  InChI strings for the eTOX
non-confidential structures and standardised terms for any associated in-life observations. 
We elected to use in-life observations for this  work as they represented new data available 
for analysis, the terms having only recently been standardised.

SIDER2 The clinical dataset we chose to use was the SIDER database which we downloaded  
on 14th September 2015. The data extracted included the STITCH id for the drug and side 
effects included on the drug label identified by MedDRA preferred term.

DrugBank3 We used DrugBank to link these two datasets, namely the structures in the All 
Drugs SDF downloaded on 11th August 2015 for matching records in the eTOX dataset and 
PubChem IDs in the  Approved drugs CSV downloaded on 16th September 2015 for matching 
records in the SIDER dataset.

We used a KNIME4 2.9.4 workflow to combine the 
three datasets and analyse the data for statistically 
significant correlations. The eTOX substance data was 
filtered on non-confidential structures (1360 
substances) and joined to the DrugBank dataset by 
matching InChI strings (153 matches). It was then 
possible to retrieve the associated PubChem 
Compound IDs (101 ids) and use them to lookup 
matching substances in the SIDER dataset.
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eTOX Standardised In-life 
Observation

SIDER MEDDRA Preferred 
Term

Fisher's Exact Test (2-
Tail)

Ulceration Haemorrhage 0.0009
Hair loss Neoplasms 0.0021
Head shaking Hyperlipidemia 0.0026
Head shaking Hypotension 0.0026
Hair loss Malignant Neoplasms 0.0041
Head shaking Diabetic Nephropathy 0.0075
Tremor Nausea 0.0075
Anxious Epilepsy 0.0085
Abnormal breathing Haemorrhage 0.0085
Lacrimation Haemorrhage 0.0085

The SIDER dataset  (31039 adverse events) was filtered on MedDRA preferred terms (16305 adverse events). The Stitch IDs (1437 
substances)  were converted to PubChem IDs and matched to those in the eTOX dataset (59 matches). The data was then pivoted to 
create a matrix with each row representing an eTOX substance and each column a SIDER side effect. A value of 1 indicates the side 
effect was reported and a null value that the side effect was not reported.

The eTOX in-life observations (522917 findings) were filtered to only include standardised terms (508553). The data was pivoted to 
create a matrix with each row representing an eTOX substance and each column an in life observation. A value of 1 indicates an 
observation flagged as treatment related, a value of 0 indicates the in-life observation was either not observed or observed but not 
flagged as treatment related.

It was then possible to create a combined matrix (49 substances) including both preclinical (253 eTOX in-life observations) and clinical 
events (527 SIDER human side effects ) and analyse this for statistically significant correlations using Fisher’s exact test.

Table 1: Statistically significant preclinical to clinical correlations
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Figure 1: eTOX consortium participants
Figure 2: Number of eTOX studies 
by species, study duration & route

Figure 3: Knime workflow
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